This book is an enlarged form of my Ph.D thesis which I developed when I was at the Department of Social Anthropology, Cambridge. My four years' connections (1962–66) with the staff of the department were periods of great intellectual stimulation and I owe my gratitude to many persons. Professor Meyer Fortes's interest in the research was consistently maintained throughout this period and I am greatly indebted to him for the inspiration and encouragement I derived from him. Mr G. I. Jones, who was my supervisor throughout the period, proved a worthy one, and his criticisms of the original draft thesis and this enlarged version enabled me to set out my ideas lucidly. He carried into this assignment a personal interest in all aspects of the work and as a respected ethnologist of Ibo Society, I profited immensely from his observations. The book is dedicated to him for his contributions to the study of Ibo Sociology.

The Department's post-graduate seminars enabled me to benefit from the criticism and observations of the members, and the questions raised by the staff and Research Students when I presented papers on aspects of the work were very useful. The seminars themselves were sources of my intellectual orientation and for this I will always be indebted to them, and in particular, to Dr Edmund Leach, Dr Jack Goody, and Dr Audrey Richards.

This study was made possible by three sources: the Federal Ministry of Education (in particular its then Minister, Mr Aja Nwachukwu) and the officials of the London Office, who deserve my gratitude for the financing of this project; the former Director of the Institute of African Studies at the University of Ibadan, Dr K. O. Dike, to whom I offer my sincere thanks for offering me a year's Visiting Research Fellowship in the Institute during 1963–64; and finally, Dr Eni Njoku, former Vice-Chancellor of the University of Nigeria, on whose recommendation I was able to obtain a fellowship grant from the then Eastern Nigeria Government to supplement my Federal Government grant.
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I am grateful to the many important people from the communities that I studied for their assistance in introducing me to their communities, and enabling me to obtain co-operation from their kings and chiefs. Notable among these are Mr R. Olisa, the king elect of Osamari; Mr F. Oranye of Onitsha, a one time interpreter to the government anthropologist C. K. Meek; Chief Mbanefo, the Odu of Onitsha; and prominent Ndichie including the late Obi Onyejekwe, the Akpulosu (Prince Oputa), and the Olilinzele of Abo, especially the late Obi Oputa who gave me comforts in his palace. I owe a debt of gratitude also to the family of the late Charles Olisa of Abo, for allowing me to use his documented *History of Abo*, which was not published until after his death.

My thanks are especially due to Professors Rene Koenig and Helmut Petri at the University of Cologne, who encouraged me to continue this work at Cambridge so that I might work with the distinguished Africanists I have mentioned above.

Lastly, I thank Miss Judith Elton, formerly of New Hall, Cambridge, who with painstaking effort drew from my rough plans most of the diagrams illustrating this book.
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